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Let Each Side Have a Voice
A Chinese View of the Tibetan Issue
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I had a dream. A dream that one day, in 
my beloved motherland—China, people 
will enjoy ultimate freedom and equal-
ity ; a dream that one day, no one dare 
to discriminate us for any reasons; and a 
dream that one day, people will be proud 
of Made In China. It is far from ideal now, 
but I believe it will become true. Because 
on the other side of the Paci*ic Ocean, a 
group of people have created a nation that 
gives dreams to many on this planet -- the 
American dream of justice and freedom. 

However, this American dream lost its 
halo to me just two weeks before I leave 
this country. As I saw continuous lies on 
the media about what happens in Tibet, 
the aurora of justice dimmed. I could not 
understand why these media that 
were renowned for being objective 
and fair so unscrupulously abused 
the invaluable trust from people 
that they have won in the past? I 
started to question -- are they be-
ing unfair or even unwarrantedly 
hostile to China, or to China only? I 
have no idea what forces are driving 
these lies. What I do know is that 
these lies overthrew the foundation 
of this nation—liberty and equality. 
Deprived of the right to know the 
truth, no one in this nation can be 
liberal or equal.

My last visit to Tibet was in 2005. 
As an ethnic “Han”, I was supposed 
to be an “in-breaker” by the depic-
tion of many western media. Unex-
pectedly, I was warmly welcomed 
by Tibetan people, not only as a 
visitor, but also as someone that can share 
culture and religion with them. (Tibetan 
Buddhism and Mainland Chinese Bud-
dhism are actually two sub-religions that 
both originated from Indian Buddhism) 
We visited the sacred palace of Tibetan 
people—the Budala Palace. To minimize 
disturbance, any visitor from outside Ti-
bet must pay 100 Yuan ($15) to enter, 
which was 100 times of what local Tibetan 
people need to pay. Despite that, the total 
number of people allowed to enter the pal-
ace was strictly limited each day to protect 
the building. At the entrance of the palace, 
we met a Tibetan Lama (monk), who was 
a Buddhism student from a small temple 
in east Tibet and came to the palace as a 

pilgrim. He volunteered to be our guide 
and proudly introduced to us every single 
room and treasure in that palace. This ex-
perience, however, has become my night-
mare ever since the Tibetan event occurred 
last month. What if that Tibetan Lama had 
regarded us as “culture genociders” and 
tried to give us a lesson in that dark and 
formidable backyard of that palace. Had I 
learned the advice of the American media 
earlier, I would never have taken the risk 
and followed that Lama into that Tibetan 
palace, no matter how beautiful it was. 

The second Tibetan person I talked with 
was a Taxi driver. He told me that he didn’t 
rely on this job to make a living. As minor-
ity, he enjoys more favorable policies than 

his “Han” neighbours. While no ethnic 
“Han” people can claim any piece of land 
as his personal property, minorities enjoy 
that privilege. Besides that, they enjoy all 
sorts of rights including subsidy, tax holi-
day, as well as lower threshold for college 
education. That man asked me whether I 
was willing be his son-in-law, which would 
save me twenty year’s of hard working. I 
told him that had I not been suffering from 
the high-altitude symptoms, I would not 
have hesitated a second to consent. 

Another place worth mentioning was 
a deserted dungeon I visited in mid-Tibet. 
More accurately, I thought it was a dun-
geon, but actually, it was the habitat for 
Tibetan serfs. These were not serfs from 

the middle age, but from just 58 years ago, 
in 1950, [before] the Chinese army con-
trolled the land. It’s not hard to imagine 
what those “dungeons” are like: little soil-
made underground rooms with a tiny win-
dow leading to the ground. While it may be 
hard for most Americans to imagine that 
almost 100 years after they abolish the 
slavery system, in some distant places on 
earth, there was an isolated society where 
the majority of people were still leading a 
life of slaves. It’s not dif*icult, of course, to 
guess who are the minorities that enjoyed 
the privilege of the society; Yes, those 
noble men led by Dalai Lama. Now, you 
may come to realize why the current Dalai 
Lama is so eager to go back. 

But even if the Chinese army 
didn’t go to Tibet in 1950, would the 
slavery system there continue to ex-
ist until today? Would Dalai Lama 
still be awarded the Nobel laureate? 
Probably not. Most likely, Americans 
would go there with their idea of 
liberty and democracy. The slavery 
system would be over-thrown and 
Tibetan people would be given the 
right to choose a new leader and step 
into a modern democratic and liberal 
society ever since. What do you call 
that then? “Progress”? or “Peaceful 
transformation”? One thing is for 
sure, it would sound much better 
than “cultural genocide”.

Having said all of that, I could 
care more about the mysterious land 
and culture in Tibet. What I feel up-
set about now is that the “American 

dream” that has been cultivated in my 
mind for long has been totally smashed. 
With all those unscrupulous lies here and 
there, TV, radio, internet, I can no longer 
convince myself  that the one-time model 
system was worth our time to learn from. 
I am at a loss. I don’t know whether I can 
still rely on anybody here to tell me the 
truth. 

Maybe the only way is to wait for 50 
years and let the historians to tell. I wish I 
could survive that long.


